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[QUALITY MATTERS]

PENETRATION FLASHING   DONE RIGHT

E ven builders that do a good job of flashing windows 
and doors can fall short when it comes to vents and 
pipes protruding through the building envelope, pre-
sumably because problems caused by leaks around 

those penetrations take a long time to announce their pres-
ence. But while they may not generate year-one warranty calls, 
such leaks are a long-term liability for mold and rot problems.

To be sure, I’ve seen some cringeworthy penetration “flash-
ing” jobs, especially on round vents and pipes, despite the fact 
that it’s relatively easy to do them correctly. A little extra care 
is all it takes to ensure long-term performance. 

Below are some of the worst offenses (the Ugly), and the Good, 
Better, and Best options for doing penetration flashing right.

THE UGLY
The worst installations ignore the most basic water-manage-
ment principle: integrating penetrations with the drainage 
plane using flashing materials made for that purpose. 

In Texas, for instance, it’s not unusual for builders to install 
the siding before the mechanical trades show up. That leaves 
no choice but to “seal” pipes and vents with caulks, sealants, 
or expanding spray foams where they penetrate the cladding, 
which begins deteriorating in just a few years.

It should go without saying that you need to use actual 
flashing tape, but some people seem to have missed that mes-
sage. I’ve seen instances where someone bunched housewrap 
around a penetration or used housewrap tape rather than 
flashing tape. Neither is acceptable for penetrations.

Another basic but often overlooked rule is to cut a 2-inch 
hole for a 2-inch pipe. Simply, a bigger hole will be harder to 
flash correctly and incidental movement of the pipe could 

loosen the flashing application over time.
It’s also critical that all flashing tape is rolled out against 

a solid backing; you can’t achieve proper adhesion unless 
there’s something behind it. Builders that use open-frame 
construction (popular in Arizona) need to block between the 
studs at every wall penetration. Those that don’t usually just 
seal those holes using spray foam, which quickly degrades. 

GOOD, BETTER, BEST
Assuming you don’t build the way I just described, consider 
these options for penetration flashing.
Good: The minimum standard is non-flexible butyl tape, 

carefully overlapped shingle-style to properly shed water. 
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FLASHING VENTS AND PIPES IS IMPORTANT 

BUT OFTEN OVERLOOKED OR  

NEGLECTED. HERE ARE SOME SOLUTIONS 

FOR DOING THEM RIGHT

DON’T USE HOUSEWRAP TAPE INSTEAD OF FLASHING TAPE 
OR RELY ON CAULKS, SEALANTS, OR SPRAY FOAMS; THEY 
ARE JUST LEAKS WAITING TO HAPPEN.
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Avoid rubberized asphalt, which can lose adhesion over time 
and doesn’t stick well when stretched around a pipe.
Better: Flexible flashing tapes with a butyl or acrylic ad-

hesive are made to encircle curved surfaces. They may cost 
more than standard tape, but they deliver a better seal. They 
also require less skill to install. Flashing a pipe penetration 
with a flexible tape is simply a matter of stretching a base 
layer around the bottom of the pipe, then stretching a coun-
terflashing layer around the top and lapping it over the bot-
tom layer. It is crucial that pressure is applied with a roller or 
similar flashing tool to ensure complete, long-term adhesion.
Best: A manufactured flashing panel with a rubberized gasket 

is the ideal solution and is easily integrated into the drainage 

plane, which is the reason more builders are adding them to 
their construction specifications.

Whatever method you choose, quality assurance can be a 
challenge. A builder I know considers flashing so important 
that it hired someone to exclusively perform that task, sim-
plifying on-site quality management. PB

John F. Koenig drives quality and performance in home building as 
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PENETRATION FLASHING   DONE RIGHT

DO USE A PREFORMED FLASHING PANEL, WHICH IS EASILY 
INTEGRATED INTO THE DRAINAGE PLANE. FLASH ON THREE 
SIDES WITH FLASHING TAPE. 

DO CUT A FLAP IN THE HOUSEWRAP ABOVE A CONDUIT/
PIPE AND FOLD IT AWAY. INSTALL FLEX TAPE AROUND 
THE BOTTOM OF THE CONDUIT/PIPE, OVERLAPPING THE 
HOUSEWRAP. INSTALL FLEX TAPE AROUND THE TOP OF IT, 
LAPPING THE BOTTOM LAYER. UNFOLD AND FASTEN THE 
HOUSEWRAP AND TAPE THE SEAMS. 


